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Affine polar spaces are polar spaces from which a hyperplane (that is a proper subspace 
meeting every line of the space) has been removed. These spaces are of interest as they 
constitute quite natural examples of 'locally polar spaces'. A characterization of affine 
polar spaces (rank at least 4) is given as locally polar spaces whose planes are affine. 
Moreover, the affine polar spaces are fully classified in the sense that all hyperplanes of 
the fully classified polar spaces (rank at least 3) are determined. 
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Introduction. 
In 1959, VELDKAMP [9] initiated the synthetic study of geometries induced on the set of absolute points, 
lines, planes, etc. with respect to a polarity, and named the subject pol~ geometry. After subsequent work 
ofTrrs [7], BUEKENHOUT & SHULT [2] and BUEKENHOUT & SPRAGUE [3] a somewhat larger class of point, line 
geometries emerged which could be characterized by the beautiful axiom 
If p is a point and L a line, then the set of points incident with L and collinear with p is either a sin-
gleton or the set of all points incident with L, 
which we shall quote as the 'one or all' axiom. An mcidence system (P, L) [i.e., a pair consisting of a set 
P (of points) and set L (of lines) together with a relation between them, called incidence, such that each 
line is incident with at least 2 points] is called a polar space if the 'one or all' axiom is satisfied. An in-
cidence system is called nondegenerate if no point is collinear with all others, and it is called singular if 
any two of its points are collinear. If X is a subset of the point set P of the incidence system (P, L) and 
L E L, we denote by X (L) the set of points in X incident to L, and by L(X) the set of all lines in L incident 
to at least two points of X. Thus, L(X) = {L E L I IX (L) I > 1}. Restricting incidence of (P, L ), we can re-
gard (X, L(X)) as an incidence system. If each point incident to a line in L(X) belongs to X, we say that X 
is a subspace of (P,L). A subspace of a polar space is again a polar space. The singular rank of an in-
cidence system (P, L) is the maximal number n (possibly oo) for which there exists a chain of distinct sub-
spaces 0 -:f. X o c X 1 c · · · c Xn such that (Xi, L(Xi)) is singular for each i (0 ~ i ~ n), with the under-
standing that n =-I if X = 0. The rank of a polar space (P, L) is the number n+l where n is its singular 
rank. By definition, this number is 0 if P = 0, and l if P-:;:. 0 but L = 0. The main characterization 
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results hinted to above imply that if (P, L) is a nondegenerate polar space of finite (singular) rank~ 3, then 
it is one of a known list of examples (cf. BUEKENHOUT & SPRAGUE [3]). In this paper we shall limit ourselves 
to the situation in which all lines are thick (i.e., are incident to at least three points); the list of "thick" ex-
amples can be found in Trrs [7]. (See also section 5 below.) 
One of the main tools in Veldkamp's original approach is the notion of a hyperplane, a proper subspace 
with the property that every line is incident to (at least) one of its points; it did not reoccur in the subse-
quent papers quoted above. It is the goal of this paper to study the hyperplanes B of nondegenerate polar 
spaces (P, L) of finite rank n ~ 3 whose lines are thick, as well as to synthetically describe the incidence 
systems (A, L(A)) induced on their complements A == P \B. 
Section 2 gives some properties of these hyperplane complements. The interest in these 'affine polar 
spaces' (A, L(A)) arose from the abundance of properties analogous to those of the usual affine spaces, i.e., 
the geometries induced on the complements of hyperplanes in projective spaces. Notably, the fact that (classical) affine spaces Q are locally projective spaces (in the sense that, for each point a E Q, the in-
cidence system whose points are the lines of Q on a and whose lints' are the planes on a is a projective 
space), corresponds to the property of (A,L(A)) being a locally polar space. This draws attention to the 
question whether all spaces that are locally polar can be classified. The analogous question for projective 
spaces has given rise to various characterizations (see, e.g., TEilillNCK [6]). Adopting a stronger notion of 
locally polar spaces (P, L), name! y that x .l rather than Lx := { L E L Ix E L } carry the structure of a polar 
space for each x E P, JonNsoN & SiruLT [5] have obtained a satisfactory characterization without any as-
sumptions on rank, thickness or lines, or degeneracy. (For a review of other results in this direction, see [loc. cit.].) In Section 3, we characterize affine polar spaces by an axiom system in which the locally polar 
space axiom is prominent (cf. 3.1.iii). Some of the proofs involved are based on ideas of J.I. Hall as 
displayed in the characterization of 'locally cotriangular graphs' of HALL & SlillLT [4]. In the remainder of 
that Section 3, properties are derived from this axiom system, which alleviate the proof, to be found in Sec-
tion 4, that the system of Section 3 is indeed a characterizing axiom system. 
In view of the classification of nondegenerate polar spaces of rank at least 3, the classification of affine po-
lar spaces comes down to the determination of all hyperplanes in well-known polar spaces. This determi-
nation is carried out in the last section (§5). 
1. Hyperplanes. 
Throughout this section, (P, L) is a nondegenerate polar space, all of whose lines are thick. Since there is 
at most one line incident with any two points (cf. BUEKENHOUT & SlillLT [2]), a line is uniquely determined 
by the set of all points incident to it. We shall thus frequently view members of Las subsets of P. Also, if 
x, y are collinear and distinct, we shall write xy to denote the line containing them. We recall that a hyper-
plane B of (P, L) is a proper subspace such that B (L) -:t. 0 for each line L E L. 
If X ~ P, we write X .l for the subset P of points collinear to each point of X, and x .l = {x} J_ if 
x E P. Furthermore, (X) denotes the subspace of (P, L) generated by X. (It exists since the intersection of 
an arbitrary collection of subspaces is again a subspac~.) 
1.:L Lemma. Let B be a hyperplane of(P, L). 
(i) If (P, L) has rank at least 2, then B is a maximal proper subspace and the collinearity graph induced 
on P \Bis connected of diameter at most 3. 
(ii) If X is a subspace not contained in B, then X n B is a hyperplane of (X, L(X)). 
Proof. (i). Take x, y E P \B. We show thaty E (B, x), the subspace generated by Band X. If x and y are 
collinear, then y E xy == (x, (xy) n B) and we are done. 
Assume that x and y are noncollinear. If t E (x,y} J_ \B, then applying the above argument to x and t, and 
once more to t and y (instead of x and y), we are done, again. 
Thus we remain with the case where {x,y} .l ~B. By nondegeneracy of (P, L), there are noncollinear 
v, w E {x,y} J_ (cf. BUEKENHOUT & SnuLT [2]). Since lines are thick, there is u E .xv\ (x, v}. By the 'one or 
all' axiom, there must be a point z E (yw nu .l) \ (y,w}. Now x, u, z, y is a path in P \Band we can finish 
by applying the first paragraph three times. The conclusion is that y E (B,x) for each y E P \B, whence (B,x) =P. 
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(ii) is obvious from the definition. D 
1.2. Remark. In (i) it is necessary to assume nondegeneracy, the subspace B = L 1 being a counter-
example in the polar space (Q, {L 1. L2, L3}) where L 1. L2, L3 are lines meeting in a fixed point of Q = 
L 1 u L 2 u L 3. Also thickness is readily seen to be crucial. 
The lemma implies that B can have at most one deep point, i.e., a point incident with no line of 
L(P \B), as we shall see from the corollary below. A subspace X is called nondegenerate if (X, L(X)) is 
nondegenerate i.e., rad (X) := X f"I X .L = 0, and degenerate otherwise. 
1.3. Corollary. Let B be a hyperplane of(P, L). 
(i) If Bis degenerate, then B = b .Land rad (B) = {b} for a unique point be P. 
(ii) Any deep point of Bis in rad (B),· in particular, there is at most o~ deep point in B. 
Proof. (i). Suppose be rad (B). Then B !::: b .L. But b .L is a hyperplane, so by (i) of the above lemma, 
B=b .L. Nondegeneracy of (P, L) yields b .L.L = {b }, whence rad (B)=B f"I b .L.L = {b }. 
(ii). Supposed e B is incident with no line of L(P \B). Then by thickness every line on d must have anoth-
er point in B. Thus d .L !::;;;; B. Using B * P and the above lemma again, we get B = d .L, and we can finish as 
before. D 
The above corollary br!ngs to light that, for each point x e P, the subspace x .L is a hyperplane. We 
now recall the construction of a linear space - i.e., a space in which every pair of points lie on a unique line 
- on the set H of all hyperplanes of (P, L) in which (P, L) can be embedded. The basic idea is caught in the 
following lemma. 
1.4. Lemma. Suppose (P, L) has rank ;;::: 3, and let B 1. B 2 be distinct hyperplanes. 
(i) IfxeB1 \B2,thenB1 = {x,B1 f"IB2). 
(ii) If p e P \ (B 1 n B 2), then there is at most one hyperplane containing p and B 1 n B 2· 
Proof. Observe that B 1 and B 2 are polar spaces. (i). If B 1 is nondegenerate then, as B 1 contains a line, 
lemma 1.1 applies, yielding that B 1 n B 2 is a maximal subspace of B 1. and the assertion holds. 
If B 1 is degenerate, then, by the corollary, B 1 = d .L for some d e x .L. 
Suppose deB2. Since every line on d has a point in B2, whence in B 1 nB2, we have 
B 1={B1 n B 2,d). Thus, we are done if {B 1 n B 2,x) contains d. But this is the case as either x=d or xd 
is a line in B 1 containing x and a point of B 1 n B 2. 
It remains to consider d e B 2. Then every plane 1t on xd is in {B 1 n B 2 ,x) as it is spanned by x and 
1t n B 2· If ye B 1\B2. then there is t e (x,y,d} .L \B 2· Applying the previous argument to the plane 
{x,t,d) and subsequently to {t,y,d), we find ye {B 1 n B 2.x). Hence (i). 
(ii). Suppose p e P \ (B 1 n B 2) and B is a hyperplane containing B 1 n B 2 and p. Then 
B 1"=>B1 n B;;J.B 1 n B 2. and so, by (i), we must hav(( B 1 n B = B 1 n B 2· Also, (i) applied to B 1 and B 
gives B={B 1 n B,p). We conclude that B = {B 1 n B2,p), whence Bis the unique hyperplane contain-
ing B 1 nB2 andp. D 
This lemma implies that the pair (H,S) where S is the collection of all intersections B 1 n B 2 with 
B 1,B 2 e H, B 1 * B 2, becomes a linear incidence system if incidence of B e H and S e S is defined by 
S !::: B. This incidence system will be called the Veldkamp space of (P, L). 
1.5. Lemma. The map x ~ x .L from P to His an injective morphism from (P, L) to (H, S) mapping lines 
onto lines. 
Proof. In view of corollary 1.3 the map is injective. Now, let Le L, take two points x, ye L, and let B be 
a subspace containing x .L n y .L =L .L. We have to show B=z .L for some z e L. By lemma 1.1 there exists 
b e B \L .L. Then, by the 'one or all' axiom, there is a unique point z e b .L n L. According to the previ-
ous lemma there is at most one hyperplane containing b and L .L. But z .L and B are such hyperplanes. 
Therefore B =z .L as required. D 
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2. Hyperplane complements. 
Throughout this section, (P,L) is a non-degenerate polar space all of whose lines are thick, Bis a hyper-
plane of it, and A = P \B. We may define a derived incidence system (A,L(A)) where incidence is that of 
(P,L). We wish to examine some of the properties of (A,L(A)) - enough to show that (A,L(A)) carries with 
it sufficient information to recover (P,L). More precisely we shall show that if (A,L(A)) is embedded in a 
second polar space so that its complement there is also a hyperplane, then the embedding extends to an iso-
morphism of (P,L) onto the second polar space. 
First observe that, for each line LE L(A), the set P(L) \A(L) is a singleton. If (P,L) has rank at least 
three, each line of (A,L(A)) lies on at least two affine planes. Any three pairwise collinear points of 
(A,L(A)) lie on an affine plane. This implies (A,L(A)) is a gamma space - i.e., a space in which, for every 
point p and line L, none, one or all points of L are collinear with p. 
For each LE L(A), set A(L) = {a EA I a ..L n A(L) = 0 or L }, where A(L) denotes the set of all points in A 
incident to L. We define an equivalence relation on L(A) as follo~: L 1 is parallel to L2 if and only if 
A(L 1) = A(L2). We denote this relation by L 11! L2. The symbol [L] will denote the equivalence class of 
all lines in L(A) parallel to L. 
2.1. Lemma. Two lines of L(A) are parallel if and only if their intersections with B coincide. Moreover, if 
LE L(A), each point of A(L) lies on a unique member of [L]. Thus A(L) is the disjoint union of the lines of 
[L], regarded as point sets of A. 
Proof. The first assertion is a direct consequence of the 'one or all' property of polar spaces. 
Suppose x E A(L ). Then x is collinear with the unique point b of B incident with L. Set M = xb. Then 
ME L(A), as x EA. Now, A(L) = (y EA IY J.b} = A(M). Thus ME [L ]. 
If NE L(A) is a line on x distinct from M, it meets B in a point ct:b so the choice of a point 
y E b ..L n A\ (x ..Luc ..L) (possible since lines are thick and (P, L) is nondegenerate!) leads to 
y E A(M) \ A(N). Hence Mis the unique member of [L] on x. D 
Let L(A )/If denote the collection of parallel classes [L] on L(A ). A direct consequence of the previ-
ous lemma is 
2.2. Corollary. There is a 1-1 correspondence f: B \radB~L(A)l I/ , which takes each point 
b E B \rad B to the parallel class f(b) := {Le L(A) lb E B(L)}. 
Proof. From the previous lemma, we have that L,M E f(b) implies t:.(L) = t:.(M). Assume, in addition, that 
ll(L) = t:.(N) for some line NE L(A). Let a be the unique point of B Jying in N. Then, for ye b ..L n A, we 
have y e A(N) so y e a ..L n A. As this argument is reversible, b ..L n A = a ..L n A. Now each point of 
A (N) lies in b ..L and since N is thick, a itself lies in b ..L. If a ..L n A = 0 , then both a and b are deep 
points of .B, whence, by corollary 1.3, a=b. Assume a ..L n A=/:. 0. Then the set of lines and planes on b 
form a non-degenerate polar space. Yet, if b =/:.a, then ab lies in the radical of this residue space, an absur-
dity. Thus b=a. This means that the setf(b) is a full parallel class of (A,L(A)). D 
2.3. Lemma. Assume (P,L) has rank three or more. If b 1 and b2 are two points of B which lie on a line L 
not containing a point of rad B. then there exists an affine plane TC in A such that the restriction 
flL: L~([L] IL E L(TC)} off as given in the previous corollary is a 1-1 correspondence. 
Conversely.for each affine plane TC in A, the elements ) 1 ([l]) for LE L(TC) comprise a line of B not con-
taining a point of rad B. 
Proof. First assume LE L(B) and B(L) n rad B = 0. Since (P,L) has rank three or more, there exists a 
projective plane Ton L, and (T\B,L(T\B)) is an affine plane whose parallel classes are (via/) in 1-1 
correspondence with the points of the linen n Be L(B), the so-called 'line at infinity'. Thus if LE L(n) 
and bis the 'point at infinity' in B(L), then f(b) = [L] by the previous corollary. 
Conversely if 1t is an affine plane then, letting (b} =B(L), we see that the union T of P(L) over all 
L E L(n) is a projective plane (since it is clearly generated by any two of the lines L). It follows that 
v 1 [l] IL E L(n:)} coincides with the lineB(T). This line clearly contains no point ofradB since no point 
of B (rr) is in rad B. D 
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For L,M e L(A), set [L ]-[M] if there are L ', M 'e L(A) with L II L ', M If M ', and (L ',M ') a pro-
jective plane in (P,L). 
2.4. Lemma. Again assume (P, L) has rank at least three. Then two points b 1 and b 2 of B \rad B are col-
linear by a line disjoint from rad B if and only if f (b 1)-f(b2) (i.e., if and only if there exist lines 
L,M e L(A) such that A(L) c; A(M), LE f(b i), and ME f(b2)). 
Proof. Suppose first that b 1 and b 2 are collinear by a line R in L(B) disjoint from rad B. Then by the pre-
vious lemma, there exists an affine plane n; containing 2 lines L and M which are not parallel and for which 
f(b 1) = [L] and f(b 2) = [M ]. It follows that A (L) c; t.(M). 
Conversely, assume lines Land M exist with Le f(b 1). Me f(b2), and A (L) c; A(M). Then for each point 
p of A lying in L, we have p J. n A (M) = 0 or A (M). In either case p is collinear with the point b 2 
comprising B (M). Thus A (L) c; bf. Since L is thick, IA (L) I ~2. so bf contains the point b 1 of B (L ). 
Thus b 2 is collinear with b 1 · Finally if the line R on b 1 and b 2 contains a deep point of B, no point of A 
could be collinear with both b 1 and b1. But we have just seen that tile points of A(L) are collinear with 
both b 1 and b 2. Thus R contains no point of rad B. D 
It will be convenient to write t.([L]) rather than t.(L ); since there is no ambiguity, we shall some-
times do so. 
Let = be the relation on the set of parallel classes of L(A) defined by [L ]=[M] if and only if 
A([L]) n A([M]) = 0. 
2.5. Lemma. Suppose.for two lines L, M ofL(A), we have [L]::[M]. Then there is a unique partition A= 
u t.(L cr) with L, M E {L Ci} Ci E l · The points r 1 ([L]) and r 1 ([M]) of B are collinear by a line R and the 
Ci EI 
set v 1([Lc;])}c;Ef coincides with B(R)\radB. Moreover, if (P,L) has rank three or more, then 
radB c;B (R). 
Proof. Suppose t.(L) n t.(M) == 0 for L, M e L(A) and set B (L) == { b}, B (M) == { c}. Then each point of 
A (L) is collinear with exactly one point of A (M) and vice versa, forcing a 1-1 correspondence 
A (L)---*A (M) defined by collinearity. Since (P,L) is a polar space, b,;; c and band care a collinear pair of 
points. Let R be the line in Lon band c. Clearly Re L(B). Suppose a point x in A were collinear with two 
points of R. Then x e b J. n c J. and as f(b) == [L] and f(c) = [M] this means x e t.(L) n A(M), a contrad-
iction. 
On the other hand, the polar space property forces x .l n B (R) ,;; 0 and so we see that each point of A is 
collinear with exactly one point of B(R)\radB. Since collinearity o&x e A with re B(R)\radB means 
x e A(/(r)), we have a partition 
A== U 11(/ (r)). (2.1) 
r E B(R) \rad (B) 
If (P,L) has rank at least three, then by the previous lemma, R must contain a deep point of B. 
It remains to show that this partition of A is the unique such one containing !:l(L) and t.(M) as components. 
Suppose instead there were a second partition 
A= L\(L) u t.(M) u U !J.(L-r). 
'tE J 
Since this partition is assumed to differ from that in (2.1), there exists at least one value t e J such 
that L\(L-r) is not one of the components of (2.1). Set {y} = r 1 ([L-rD = L't n B, y<lR. As argued for band 
c alone, L\(L't) n L\(L) == 0 implies b is collinear with y via some line R' distinct from R. But similarly 
i:l(L't) n !:l(M) = 0 implies y collinear with c whence R 'c;R 1-, so (R,R ')is a plane. This means (P,L) 
has rank at least three. Then by the above, R 'and R both contain a deep point. But by corollary 1.3, there is 
only one deep point. Thus R nR ':d(b,d} with b o;;d. This implies (P,L) is not linear, defying the non-
degeneracy of (P,L) by well-known arguments. D 
As an immediate consequence, we have 
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2.6. Corollary. Suppose (P,L) has rank at least 3 or radB :;t:0. Then the reflexive closure of= is an 
equivalence relation. If X is an =-class on LI ff of size at least 2, then there is a line RE L(B) with 
B(R)= radB u U-i([N])j[N]eX}. 
2.7. Proposition. For i = 1,2, let (Pi.Li) be a non-degenerate polar space. Let Bi be a hyperplane of (Pi.Li). Set Ai= Pi \Bj. Suppose <I>: (Ai .L1 (Ai))~ (Az,L2(A 2)) is an isomorphism of incidence sys-
tems. Then <P can be uniquely extended to an isomorphism<!>: (P 1.L1)~(P2,L2). 
Proof. For Le Lj(Aj), let [L] be the parallel class in (Ai,Li(Ai)) containing L - i.e. all lines L' of Lj{Ai) 
such that f1(L ') = 6.(L ). Then, for each i = 1,2, there are bijective mappings Ii : Bi\ rad B i~Li(Ai)l I/ from 
the set of non-deep points of Bi to the set of parallel classes on Lj{Aj), i = 1,2. 
Obviously <j>, being an isomorphism, maps parallel classes on Li (Ai) to parallel classes on L2(A2), and 
commutes with the 'functor' Li: Lj(Aj)~P(Ai). the power set of Ai. i = 1,2. Since the property of (Pi.Li) 
having rank at least three can be recognized in (A 1.L1(A1)) by the property that each line lies in an affine 
plane, it follows that / 
(Pi .L1) has rank at least three if and only if (P2.L2) does. (2.2) 
If (P 1.L1) is a generalized quadrangle, then the presence of a deep point in B 1 can be recognized by 
the fact that the reflexive closure of the relation = (defined for (Pi.Li) as above for (P,L)) is an 
equivalence relation on the set of parallel classes L1(A1 )/ff . Otherwise, B 1 is a non-degenerate general-
ized quadrangle. • 
On the other hand, if (P 1.L1) has rank at least three, the presence of a deep point in B 1 is indicated by the 
appearance of two lines L, Min Li (A 1) with [L ]=[M]. Thus 
B 1 has a (unique) deep point if and only if B 2 does . (2.3) 
A A We now extend <j>: A 1~A2 to <!>: P 1 ~P2 as follows. First <I> restricted to A 1 is <!J. If 
b E B 1\radB1 is a non-deep point of Bi. set ~(b) = n 1 ([<j>(Lb)]) where Lb is any representative of the 
parallel class h (b). Put another way, since f1 is 'functorial', there is an induced map ~: Li (A i)l fl ~L2(A 2)/ II . Then $(b) = n 1 · ~ · h (b ). Finally, if d 1 is a deep point of B l • then d 1 is unique via 
lemma l and, by (2.3), B 2 has a unique deep point d 2, and we write <jl(d i) = d 2. " 
From the above it is clear that, if there is pi extension of <j> as stated, it mu,_st coincide with <j>. Thus unique-
ness follows"and it remains to show that <P: P 1~p2 induces a mapping <P: Li ~L2 via incidence. We al-
ready have <j>: Li (A i)~L2(A2), a bijective mapping preserving incidence since <I> was an isomorphism (A 1 • L1(A1))~ (A2, Lz(A 2)). 
Suppose, first, (Pi .L1) is a generalized quadrangle and B 1 has a deep point di. Then the reflexive closure 
of the relation= on Li (Ai) is an equivalence relation, and so the reflexive closure of= on L2(A 2)/ ff is 
also an equivalence relation. Since each line ofLi(Bi) is formed by taking di together with.fT1([L]) where 
[L] ranges over a fixed =-class on Li(Ai)/ If, we see <P induces a bijection Li (B)~L2(B) and we are done. 
Next, suppose (P 1.L1) and (P2,L2) are still both generalized quadrangles but the reflexive closure of= is 
not an equivalence relation on LiCAi)/ I/ . Then still it is true that whenever f1(L) n 6.(M) == 0 there is a line 
R onfT1 ([L]) == b andJT1 ([M]) == c in Li (B) (containing no deep point) and a unique partition 
Then 
A 1 = U fl(f 1 (r )) . 
re R 
- A A2 ==<j>(A1)= U <j>(fl(f1(r))= U f1($(f1(r))= U f1(f2(<J>(r)) 
reR reR reR 
(2.4) 
is a partition on Az containing il(f2($(b))) and fl(f2(~(c))) as components. By lemma 2.5, $(b) and $(c) 
are collinear by a line R 2 in L1 (B) and there is a partition 
A 2 = u 6.(f2(r ')) (2.5) 
r'e R1 
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also containing A(j2(~(b))) and A(j2(~(c))) as components. But by lemma 2.5 such a partition is unique 
subject to containing these two components and so the right side of (2.5) is the same partition as the one in 
the expression after the last equal sign of (2.5). This means cj>(R) = R 2· 
Now assume (P 1.L1) has rank at least three. Then the reflexive closure of= is an equivalence relation 
whose classes of size at least 2 represent lines in Li (B 1) on a deep point d 1 of B 1 · Then, just as in the 
first part of the proof when (P 1.L1) was a generalized quadrangle, cl> takes the point-shadows of lines of 
Li (B 1) lying on a deep point of B 1 to the point-shadows of lines of L2 (B 2) lying on a deep point of 
A 
L2 (B 2) - i.e. cl> induces a 1-1 mapping of all lines on d 1 in Li to all lines of L2 on a deep point d 2. 
There remain the lines of Li (B 1) contained in B \rad B. Since (P 1.L1) has rank at least three, such a line 
R has ~sits points the set (fi1 ([L]) If e L{1t)} for some affine plane 1t of (A 1.L1(A1)) (cf. lemma 2.3). 
Then cj>(f11([L]))= .f21([cj>L)), so cj>(R)= {f21([L2])IL2eL(cj>1t)} where cj>1t is an affine plane of 
(A2,L2{A2)). By lemma 2.3 once more, fi.1 ([cj>(L)]), cj>(L) .... e $(1t), now ranges over all points of a lineR2 
of L2{B2) not containing a deep point of B2. This means cj>(R) =R2. As (P2,L2) has rank three, this pro-
cedure is reversible and so $ induces a bijective mapping of the lines o( B 1 not containing a deep point to 
.... 
the lines of B 2 not containing a cteep point. It is now clear the cl> induces a complete bijective mapping 
Li ~L2 via point shadows and so cl> is an isomorphism (P 1.L1)~(P 2.L2) extending cj>. D 
3. Affine polar spaces. 
We consider here the following axioms concerning a connected incidence system {P,L): 
(3.1.i) Any two collinear points lie on a unique line (thus, L can be viewed as a collection of subsets of 
P); any three pairwise collinear points lie in a plane, i.e., a singular subspace of singular rank 2. 
(3.1.ii) There exists a plane. The points and lines incident with (i.e., contained in) any fixed plane form an 
affine plane. 
(3. I.iii) If p e P and 1t is a plane such that p is not contained in 1t, then p ..L n 1t is either empty, is the set of 
points on a line or is the set of points inn. Moreover, x ..L ~ y ..L implies x = y for any two points x 
andy. 
By Il we shall denote the set of planes of (P, L). Note that any three pairwise collinear points that are not 
contained in a line lie in a unique plane. For, by (3.1.i), (P,L) is a gamma space, and (3.1.ii) implies that 
(Lx,Ilx) - the incidence system of lines and planes on x e P - is a non-degenerate polar space. Thus, if 
y,z ex ..Lare such that xy and xz are distinct lines and z J..y, then (x,y,z) is the unique line (member of Ilx) 
on the collinear points xy and xz of Lx. 
Also, any line lies in a plane. For, if Le L, then by connectedness of the incidence system, we may 
assume there is Me L with L n M -:T- 0 and a plane 1t e I1 with MC: 1t; invoking (3.1.iii), we see that 
there is a line M ' contained in 1t n L ..L. Now, the previous paragraph shows that (L,M ') is a plane on L. 
3.1. Remark. The triple (P,L,Il) satisfying (3.1) is a connected geometry of points, lines, and planes. 
This leads to an alternate description of the geometry, jn terms of a diagram. For incidence systems (P,L) 
with finite singular rank n, hypothesis (3.1) is equivalent to the following 
(3.2.i) r is a residually connected geometry with diagram 
0 Af 1 2 n-2 n-1 n 0---0---0-------------------()----()::===0 
having at least three nodes (i.e., n~ ). 
(3.2.ii) The residue of an object of type 0 is a building - i.e. a non-degenerate polar space of rank n. 
(3.2.iii) If P = ( objects of type 0} and L={ objects of type l}, then the incidence system induced on (P ,L) 
is a gamma space. 
To see that (3.2) implies (3.1) is straightforward, the triple (P,L,Il) being the set of objects of type 0,1,2, 
respectively. 
Assume (3.1). Then (3.1.iii) and the fact that planes are linear spaces imply that (P,L) is a gamma space. 
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We next argue that each point lies on some plane and each such plane has a fixed universal order q~2 in-
dependent of the plane or the point. Since (P,L) is connected and IT is not empty it suffices to show that if 
a point x lies on a plane of order q and y is a point collinear with x then y lies on a plane of order q. Sup-
pose x lies on plane n. If yen we are done, so suppose ye:n. Since y .l n n contains x, by (3.1.ii), y .l n n: 
is a line or is n. In any event, there is a line Lin y .l n n lying on x. Then by (3.1.iii) as IL I > 2 (from n 
being an affine plane), we see that (L,y) generates a plane on y. Thus every point lies on a plane. Now 
consider the sets of lines and of planes on a point p - i.e. the residue geometry at p. Thus we regard the 
lines on pas Points and the planes on pas Lines. Then by (3.1.iii), two Points Land Mon pare Collinear if 
and only if L .l !:.: M (so (L,M) generates an affine plane). Moreover, if n is a plane on p and Lis a line on 
p with L n n = {p} it follows that L .l n n is either a line on p, or includes all lines on p within n: - i.e. one 
or all Points incident with the Line P. Thus the residue geometry at a point obeys the fundamental 'one or 
all' polar space axiom of [2]. Moreover, the last part of (3.1.ii) implies this residue geometry has no radi-
cal. Thus by the theorem of BUEKENHOUT & SHULT [2], the residue geometry is a non-degenerate polar space 
of rank at least two, and so is a building. Since (P,L) is a gamma space, the subspaces of the residue 
geometry of a point correspond to singular subspaces whose planes are affine and whose point residues are 
projective. Hence, including singular subspaces of rank i (0 :-:;; i :-:;; n) as objects of our geometry, we obtain a 
diagram geometry with diagram that of (3.1.i). It is clearly residually connected, and all parts of (3.2) hold. 
Note that if r satisfies (3.1), the polar space comprising the residue of a point has thick lines. This is 
because for each Line of Res(x) := (Lx,Ilx) there is n E Ilx such that all lines through x incident with 7t 
have q + 1 points. Since q, if finite, is at least two, any Line of Res (x) must have at least 1 +q~3 points. 
Thus all Lines of Res (x) are thick. This is important in applying the results of section 2. 
For the remainder of this section, we assume that r satisfies (3.1). Since members of L and IT are 
determined by their point shadows (i.e., the sets of points incident with them), we may and shall regard 
them as sets of points. We shall now derive properties of the affine polar space (P, L). 
3.2. Lemma. For any two points x and y, the polar spaces Res (x) and Res (y) are isomorphic. 
Proof. First, assume d(x,y) = 2, that is x and y are at distance 2. The lines on x are of two types: the set 
LA (x,y) of lines which meet y .l and the set LB (x,y) of lines which do not meet y ..L. 
Similarly, by (3.1.ii), there are two sets of planes on x, the set ITA (x,y) of planes meeting y .l at a line and 
the set ITB (x,y) of planes which do not contain a point of y ..L. Now each plane in IlA (x,y) meets y .l at a 
line Land carries exactly one line on x parallel to L. This means, (LB(x,y), ITB(x,y)) is a hyperplane of the 
polar space Res(x). Similarly (LB(y,x), ITB(y.x)) is a hyperplane of the polar space Res (y). 
For every line Min LA (x,y), there is a corresponding line <j>(M) =(Mn y ..L,y) in LA (y,x). Moreover, for 
each plane n in ITA (x,y ), there is a corresponding plane <j>(n) = (n n y ..L ,y ). These mappings preserve in-
cidence and have both left and right inverses. Thus we have an isomorphism 
<j>:(LA(x,y),ITA(x,y) )~(LA(y,x),ITA(y,x) ). 
Since the P£>lar spaces Res (x) and Res (y) are bot~ thick, by proposition 2.5, <I> can be extended to an iso-
morphism <I>: Res (x)~Res (y). Thus the conclusion of the lemma holds when x and y are at distance 2 
from one another. 
Next suppose x and y are collinear, and set L = xy. Since Res(x) is a non-degenerate polar space of rank at 
least 2 there is a plane n: on L. Then choose z E n\L. Again since Res(z) ia a non-degenerate polar space 
there is a plane n1 on z not lying in n: .l and intersecting n at the line L' on z parallel to L. Then, for any 
point we n1 \L ', we have d(w,x) == 2 = d(w,y). Then, from the argument of the previous case, 
Res(x) =Res(w) = Res(y). Thus we see that if x and y are collinear, then Res(x) = Res(y). 
Finally, since (P,L) is connected, the isomorphism holds for any x,y in P. D 
3.3. Lemma. The collinearity graph of I'= (P,L) has diameter at most 3. Ifx and y are at distance 3, all 
lines on x contain a point at distance 2 from y. 
Proof. Assume d(x,y) == 3. Then there exists a point z collinear with x and at distance 2 from y. The lines 
and planes on z which meet y .l at a point or line respectively, form the incidence system 
(LA (z,y), ITA (z,y)), and complements the hyperplane B = (Ls(x,y), ITB(z,y)) of Res(z) for which the line 
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L = zx is a deep point. By lemma 2.1, since Res(z) has thick lines, L is the unique deep point of B and 
ii= (L) ..L. Thus LB(z,y) is simply the set of all lines on z lying within x ..L, and every point of ii distinct 
from L is adjacent to a line of LA (z,y ). This means, that each point re x ..L n z ..L not on the line L, r is col-
linear with a point of y ..L (since zr lies in a plane with a line of LA (z,y) carrying a point of y ..L ). Thus we 
see that if Lin Res(x) contains a point z at distance 2 from y, then the same holds for any line M of Res(x) 
with M ~ L ..L. Since Res(x), being a non-degenerate polar space of rank at least two, is connected, we see 
that every line of Res(x) carries a point at distance 2 from y. It follows that no pair of points of rare at dis-
tance 4, and, since r is connected, r has diameter at most 3. 0 
3.4. Definition. We define an equivalence relation "II "on Las follows. For each lineL in L, set 
tJ.(L)= {pePlp..LnL=Lor0}. 
We write L 11/ L2 if and only if l:!.(L 1) = tJ.(L2) and say L 1 is parallel to L2, for any two lines L 1 and L2 
of L. Manifestly, '' If '' is an equivalence relation on L. For each line L,-Of L, we let [L] be the equivalence 
class of L containing line L - i.e. the set of all lines parallel to L. 
Note that if n is a plane, and L 1 and L 2 belong to the same parallel class in the ordinary sense of 
parallelism for an affine plane, then !J.(L 1) = !J.(L2), and so L 1 and L2 are parallel in the sense of the pre-
vious two paragraphs. For, if p e 1::!.(L 1) then by (3.1.ii), p ..L n re is either empty, or is a line, or is n. In the 
first and last cases p e tJ.(L2). If p ..L n TC= Me L, then clearly, asp e 6.(L 1), either M = p .1nL1=L1 
or Mn L 1 = p .1nL1 = 0. In any case, M is parallel (in the ordinary sense) to L 1 and hence to L2. 
Thus, in all cases,p e /J.(L2). 
This shows that '' If '' contains at least the transitive extension on L of the relation of being parallel 
lines within an affine plane. In the next two lemmas it will be seen that parallelism is precisely this exten-
sion. 
3.S. Lemma. Suppose ye P and Le L. Then.for at least one line Loe [L ], the intersection y .1 n Lo is 
non-empty. 
Proof. Let y, L be such that there is no plane n: on L with y 1- n TC -:;::. 0. By the previous lemma, there is a 
path y .Lt l.x with x E L. 
Take a plane Pl on tx. As H 1 = y .1 n PI contains t but not x, it is a line, so cr1 = (H 1,y) is a plane. Simi-
larly K I =L .1 n PI is a line (observe that t'l.L .l since otherwise (t,L) defies the hypothesis) and 
rc1 = (K 1.L) a plane. If H 1 n Kl contains a point, say w, then w e rc1 n y .1, contradicting the hy-
pothesis. ThusH1 nK1 =0,andsoH1 II Ki. 
Now choose x 1 E K 1 \ {x}. Take t 1 to be the point on H 1 and on the line in p 1 • through x 1 parallel to tx, 
and take y 1 in cr1 such that N 1 = yy 1 is parallel to H 1 and t lY 1 is parallel to ty. Denote by L 1 the line in 
n1 on x 1 parallel to L. If x 1 .l.YI, the x 1 e (t lYl) .1, so x 1 e tJ.(t IY i) = Li(ty) whence, as x 1 .Lt, we have 
x 1 e (ty) .1, and so x 1 e y .1 n n:1, a contradiction. Thus d (x 1.Y i) = 2. 
From now on assume that there is no line Lo If L with· y .l n Lo -:;::. 0 . This implies the earlier assumption 
on L that there is no plane re on L with y ..L n TC -:;::. 0. Suppose µis a plane on L 1 with µ n y f -:;::. 0. Then, 
as x l E µ\y f, we have thatµ n y f is a line. If this line is a parallel of L 1. then (y 1. µ n y f) contains a 
parallel Lo of L with y 1 e y .1 n Lo, a contradiction. So µ n y f is a line of µ meeting L 1 in a point, say 
z l · Now z 1 e Li(K 1) = 11(N 1) and z l E y t imply z 1 e N f so z 1 .Ly, again a contradiction. Hence there is 
no plane v on L 1 such that y 11 n v * 0. We repeat the construction of the previous paragraph to get H 2. 
K 2, N 2, L 2 as H 1. K 1. Ni. L 1. now starting from L i. x 1, y l • t 1 instead of L, x, y, t. We choose the 
plane P2 = (H 2.K 2) on t 1 x l in such a way that y t n P2 and y .1 n P2 are distinct lines. (In Res (t 1 ), 
this simply means thatH i r£.Hf. ThenN2 I/ H2 I/ K 2 (as before). 
Since y .1 n .Pl = H 1 and y .1 n P2 -:;::. H 2, we see (from a look at Res(t 1 )) that N 1 rt,N f. Therefore, 
Y .1 n N 2 = {y 1}, whence ye; !J.(N 2) == l:!.(K 2). Consequently, y .1 n K 2 is a point, and so y .1 n TC2 -:t. 0. 
But now there is a line L2IIL11/ Lin n:2 on K 2. the final contradiction. 0 
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3.6. Corollary. Ify E tl(L), then y lies on a line of[L]. In other words, tl(L) is the point-set union of the 
lines of[L ]. 
Proof. Suppose Lo E [L] and Lo i;;;; y .L. If y E Lo we are done. Otherwise we may form the plane 
P = (y, Lo) and find a parallel of Lo in y and again we are done. So we must assume no line of [L] lies in 
y .L. But since ye tl(L), this means y .l n Lo= 0 for each Loe [L ], contrary to the previous lemma. D 
3.7. Lemma. No two lines of [L] meet at a point. 
Proof. Suppose L1,L2e [L] and Li nL2= {p}. Then, for any point qeL1 \{p}, we have 
q E tl(L i) = tl(L2) and q e p .L, so q E Lf. Thus L 1 i;;;; Lf and there is a plane 1t containing L 1 and L1. 
Let y be any point of p .l not in n. Then y .l n 1t is a line on 1t or is all of n. In the former case, if y .l n n 
is a line distinct from L 1 then ye: tl(L 1) and soy .l n 1t is also distinct from L2. But similarly if y .l n n 
contains L 1 it must also contain L 2 and hence all of re. Thus n corresponds to a Line of Res(p) containing 
two Points L 1 andL2 whose 'perps' inRes(p) are identical. But as R;,s(p) is a non-degenerate polar space, 
it is well known that this implies L 1 = L 2, against our assumption L 1 n L 2 = {p}. The proof is complete. 
D 
Now we see from corollary 3.5 and lemma 3.6 that tl(L) is the union of disjoint lines from [L ]. 
Moreover, if L 1 and L 2 are two distinct lines of [L], either L -(- n L 2 = 0 or L 1 i;;;; Lf. In the latter case 
L 1 and L 2 are parallel lines within the same affine plane (L 1. L 2). For, if L 1 i;;;; Lf and x E L 2, then 
xe:L 1 (by lemma 3.6) and so re.;::: (L 1.x) is a plane, and so x carries a line L' inn parallel to L 1 · But then 
L 2 and L' are lines of [L] lying on x, so L '= L 2 by lemma 3.6 again. Thus (L l • L 2) is the plane n. 
It is clear that, for L E L, we may form a linear incidence system whose points are the lines of [L] 
and whose lines are the sets of lines of [L] lying in planes generated by two mutually perpendicular 
members of [L ]. We denote this incidence system by the symbol tl(L)IL. 
3.8. Lemma. Assume LE Land x is a point not in tl(L). Then the lines on x which do not meet !:i.(L) and 
the planes onxwhich do not meet l'>(L)form a hyperplane B(x, [L]) of Res(x). 
Proof. Suppose re is a plane on x containing a point z of l.).(L). Then, by corollary 3.5, z lies on a line L 1 in 
[L ]. Since x is not in l'>(L) = tl(L i), x .l n L 1 = {z} and so Lf n n: is a line M not on x. But Mi;;;; !l(L). 
Any further point of n n l'>(L 1 ), since it lies in z .l must lie in L -(- whence 
tl(L) n re = tl(L 1) n n: = L -(- n n: = M. 
Thus every line on x lying in re meets tl(L) (at a point of M) except one, namely, the line M 1 on x parallel 
to M (inn:). As, obviously, M 1 n tl(L i) = 0, we have thus seen that every Line of Res(x) has exactly one 
or all of its Points represented by lines on x not meeting tl(L). It follows that the lines on x not meeting 
!1(L) represent a hyperplane B (x, [L]) of Res(x ). D 
We also consider the incidence system A(x, [L]) = (LA (x, [L ]), TIA (x, [L])) of all lines on x which 
meet 11(L) and all planes on x which meet 11(L) at a line. Then A (x, [L]) and B (x, [L]) together form 
Res(x). 
3.9. Corollary. If x and y are two points not lying in tl(L), then B(x, [L]) =:=B(y, [L]) as incidence sys-
tems. Moreover, A (x, [L]) = tl(L)IL. 
Proof. For each line L 1 of [L] there is a unique point x(L 1) with {x(L 1)} = x .l n L 1 and a unique line 
<l>x(L 1) := x (x(L 1 )) on x meeting tl(L) at a point of L 1 · If LI and L 2 lie in [L], then L 1 i;;;; Lf if and only 
if x(L 1) E x(L 2) .l if and only if <l>x(L 1) i;;;; (L 2) .L. Thus <Px : [L ]~LA (x, [L]) is a 1-1 correspondence 
preserving collinearity and as A (x, [L]) is a gamma space which is partial linear, the " .LL" operation on 
pairs of distinct collinear points defines lines, and so <l>x extends to an isomorphism <jl: tl(L)IL~A(x, [L]) 
of linear incidence systems. 
Similarly, tl(L)/L=:=A(y, [L]) and sof=<Py<Pi1 is an isomorphismf:A(x, [L])~A(y, [L]). By proposi-
tion 2. 7,/ extends to an isomorphism Res (x )~Res (y ), whose restriction to the complementary hyperplane 
B(x, [L]) defines the required isomorphism B(x, [L ])~B(y, [L]) between hyperplanes. D 
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3.10. Lemma. Let L be a line and x a point in P \ll(L). Suppose Mis a line on x, representing a deep 
point of B(x, [L]) in Res(x). Then 
(i) ll(L) n A(M) = 0. 
(ii) There is no line in [M] on which there is a plane meeting ll(L). 
Proof. By hypothesis, no plane on M meets ll{L) (non-trivially). Let [M]o represent those lines M' of [M] 
for which no plane on M' meets 6.{L). Thus Me [M]o. 
If u e ll{L) n A(M), then u carries a line M 'e [M], and any plane on M' will contain u, so meets ll(L) 
non-trivially, whence [M] \ [M]o is nonempty. Thus (i) will be a consequence of (ii). 
As for (ii), suppose, by way of contradiction, that [M] \ [M]o is nonempty. Since ll(M)IM is connected (cf. 
corollaries 3.9, 3.8, and lemma 1.l(i)), there is a line M 1 e [M]o lying in a plane 11:1 with a line 
M 2 e [M] \ [M]o. Then M 2 lies in a plane 1t2 which meets /l(L) at a line N. Since 11:1 n ll(L) = 0, by hy-
pothesis, we see N is parallel to M 2=11:1 n 1t2 in 1t2. Since N lies in ll{L) and Ne [L ], it corresponds to a 
plane p in ll(L) representing a line of ll(L )IL. (Observe that p = (N,L 1 ~Jor each L 1 e [L] meeting N at a 
point.) Take a pointy e MI· The fact M 1 n ll{L) = 0 implies that y l. n p is a line My not in [L ]. More-
over, if q e My n N, then y l. n 1t2 contains M 2 and q and hence all of 1t2. Thus N t;; y l. and so 
n3 = (y,N) is a plane and rc3 contains a lineN' on y parallel toN. From the above,N e [M], soN' e [M], 
and, by lemma 3.7, N' =M 1· But then 1t3 is a plane containing M 1 and meeting ll(L) in N, contradicting 
Mie[M]o. 
Thus My must be parallel to N. Now choose any point z on My. Then z l. n M 1 is not M 1 as M 1 e [M]o, 
so z l. nM 1 = {y} and z l. n n1 is a line Snot parallel with M 1· Thus S nM2 = (y2}. Then yf n pin-
cludes both N and z not lying on M. Thus yf contains all of p. But since p contains lines from [L] we 
have Y2 e ll{L), so n1 meets ll(L) non-trivially against our choice of M 1 as lying in [M]o. This contradic-
tion completes the proof. D 
3.11. Remark. Quite clearly the converse of lemma 3.9 holds - that is 
If ll(L) n ll{M) = 0 and x e ll{M) and M' is the unique (see lemma 3.6) line of [M] lying on x, then M' 
represents a deep point of the hyperplane B(x, [L]) of Res(x). 
Proof. Clearly as M' n ll(L) = 0, the line M' represents a point of B(x, [L]). But if M' were not a deep 
point, there would be a plane non M' meeting A(L) at a pointy. But then y carries a line M" parallel to 
M' soy e ll{M) n t:.(L), a contradiction. D 
3.12. Definition. We denote by L the collection of parallel classes of lines of L. We define the relation= 
on L by asserting [L ]=[M] if and only if t:.(L) n ll(M) = 0. Conside:(ing that L, L 'e [L] if and only if 
Ll(L) = Ll(L '),this relation is certainly well defined. 
3.13. Lemma. The reflexive closure of the relation = is an equivalence relation on L. 
Proof. Assume t:.(L) n t:.(M) = 0 = ll{M) n D.(N) for lines L, M, N, and that /l(L) n t:.(N) contains a point 
u. Then there exist lines L' and N' on u belonging to [:L] and [N], respectively, and, by the above remark, 
L' andN' both represent deep points of the hyperplaneB(u, [M]) of Res(u). AsRes(u) is a nondegenerate 
thick polar space, corollary 1.3 forces L ' = N' and hence ll(L) = t:.(N). This proves the assertion. D 
3.14. Corollary. Suppose A(L i) n ll(L2) = 0 for two lines L 1 and L2. Then the sets D.([L]) for [L] run-
ning over the members of the =-class of[L i].form a partition of P. 
Proof. Denote by X the =-class of [L1]. Clearly, for [M], [N]eX, we have D.(M)n/l(N)=0 so it 
remains only to show that each p e P lies in some ll(L) for [L ]=[L 1]. Choose x e ll(L 1) and y e ll(L 2). 
Then B(y, [L 1]) contains a deep point - some line parallel to L1 - see re~ark 3.8. But, by corollary 3.9, 
B (y, [L 1]) = B (p, [L 1]) and so the latter contains a deep point in Res(p) represented by the line L. By the 
above lemma, D.(L) n 6.(L i) = 0 and so [L]=[L il as required. D 
We now wish to define a second relationship on L. Write [L] - [M] if some line L 'of [L] and some 
line M ' of [L ] lie together in a plane. Note that in this case A(L) n D.(M) is not empty (it contains every 
point of the aforementioned plane, for example). The next several lemmas concern this relation-. 
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3.15. Lemma. For any line M, the subset 11(M) is a subspace of (P,L). If Lis a line with L ~ 11(M), then 
[L]-[M]. 
Proof. Suppose L n /1(M) contains two distinct points u 1.u2. If u 1 and u2 lie on a line M' of [M] then 
L =M 'by (3.1.i). 
Thus we may assume u 1 and u2 are not collinear by a line of [M], so Le [M]. Now, by corollary 3.6, there 
exist lines Mi e [M] on Ui for both i = 1,2. Since L c /1(M), in the space 11(M)!M, the points M 1 and M 2 
are collinear, and so (Mi ,M 2) is a clique of the collinearity graph containing L. But as (Mi ,M 2) is a 
plane carrying a member of [M] lying on u2, and u2 lies on a unique member of [M] (cf. lemma 3.6), we 
see that (M 1.M 2) is this plane. Since (L,M 1) is now a plane, [L] - [M], as required. D 
3.16. Lemma. Let Land M be lines such that L n 11(M) = 0and11(L) n 11(M) :t:. 0. Then [L] - [M]. 
Proof. There exists a point u e /1(L) n /1(M) and by corollary 3.6 u lies on a line M' of [M] and a line L' 
of [L ]. Since diam(l1(L)!L)-::;,.3 (for it is a polar space minus a hyperpl,ane, see corollaries 3.9, 3.8, and lem-
ma l.l(i)); there exist planes n:pi:2, and n:3 such that 1tl contains L ', n:1 n 1t2=L1 E [L] \ {L '}, 
n:2 n 1t3 = L 2 E [L], L 3 ~ 1t3, L 3 :t:. L 2, L 3 E [L] so that the line L is either L 3, L 2 or L 1 . 
Now (M ') .l n n:1 is a line N 1 · If N 1 E [L] we are done since (Ni .M ') is a plane. So we may assume N 1 
is not parallel to L 1 and so N 1 n L 1 is a point p l E L l · Now in the plane (N 1.M ') and on the point p 1 
there is a line M 1 parallel to M '. Asp 1 E Ll(M), the assumption L n 11(M) = 0 yields L :t:. L 1 · So L = L 3 
or L2. Now (M i).l n n:2 =N2 is a line. Again if N2 E [L] we are done since (N2,M i) is a plane and 
M 1 E [M J. Thus we may assume N 2 is not parallel to L 2 and hence N 2 n L 2 is a point p 2 which lies in 
11(M). Again L n /1(M) = 0 yields L :t:. L 2, whence L = L 3. On p 2 there is a line M 2 parallel to M 1 , so 
M 2 E [M], and again (M 2).l n n:3 is a lineN3. If N3 E [LJ we are done as (N3,M 2) is a plane. Thus N3 
is not parallel to L 3 = L and so 0 :t:. N 3 n L 3 ~ L n Ll(M) = 0, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
D 
3.17. Lemma. Let Land M be lines. Assume IL n 11(M) I 2::1 and [L] - [M ]. Then L ~ 11(M). 
Proof. Since [L] - [M] there exists a plane 11: containing L 1 E [L] and M 1 E [M ]. 
Suppose, by way of contradiction, L does not lie in 11(M). Then IL n /1(M) i==l by hypothesis and the pre-
vious lemma. Choose w E L \ 11(M). Then w .l n M 1 is a point p, and so w n 1t is a line N not parallel to 
Ml· If N were not parallel to L l we would have I w .l n L 1 I = 1 against w E L ~ 11(L 1 ). Thus N is paral-
lel to L 1 · Then there is a line N' on win the plane (w,N) parallel to N. Thus N' e [L] and since it lies on 
w, L = N '. Thus L .l n 1t = N. Recall there is a point v EL n /1(M). Now v .l n 1t contains N, whence a 
point p of Mi. and so, as v E Ll(M), we must have M ~ v .l. This means v .l n 1t ;;;i (N,M 1) = 1t. Taking 
q e Ml\ (p }, we see that q E 11(L) and v E q .l n L, whence q EL .l ~ w ..L. Therefore, w ..L;;;iM 1. so 
w e /1(M), contrary to assumption. This completes the proof. D 
The final lemma of this section combines both relations = and - on L. 
3.18. Lemma. Let L, M, and R be lines with [R] - [L) = [M ]. Then either [R] = [L] or [R] - [M ]. 
Proof. We may assume that R and L intersect at a point x in some plane 1t. Then R ~ /1(L), whence (as 
[L] = [M]) we have Rn Ll(M) = 0, and in view of lemma 3.16 we may assume [R]=[M] (otherwise the 
proof is complete). Now Rand Lare deep points of the hyperplane B(x,[M]) in Res(x). But deep points 
are unique (cf. corollary 1.3) so L=R. and the proof is complete. D 
4. Characterization of affine polar spaces. 
Starting with an affine polar space, i.e. an incidence system (P,L) satisfying (3.1), we f<?_rm a new 
geometry (P,L) whose definition depends upon the following case division: (i) All =-classes on L have car-
dinality onC, and (ii) some =-class on i: contains at least two elements. 
The points of~ are of two or three kinds 
~ 1 : the points of P; 
~ 2 : the elements of L, that is, the parallel classes [L], L E L; 
in the event of case (ii) 
~3 : the symbol oo (otherwise we disregard ~3). 
The lines also, are of two or three kinds 
~1 : for each LE L, the setL u {[L]}; 
~2 : the set {[L] IL E L(rc)} for each plane n:; 
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~3 : the sets { oo} u X for each =-class X of L of cardinality at least 2 (of course if case (ii) fails, L3 is 
empty). - -
Incidence on (~.9 is defined by containment. 
4.1. Theorem. The incidence system (P,L) is a nondegenerate polar space of rank at least 3. If we put 
~o =~2 u ~3 and~o = ~2 u ~3· then([o.~o) is a hyperplane of(P,L). 
Proof. To show that (P,L) is a polar space it suffices to verify the basyz 'one or all' axiom for non-incident 
point-line pairs of ~xf. This task will be easier if we review first what L-collinearity means for points. 
First, two points p,q of P 1 are collinear if they are collinear in (P,L). Second, a point p E P 1 and a point 
[L] of P2 are collinear if and only if p E fj.(L). Third, two elements [L] and [M] of Lare collinear if and 
only if [L ]=[M] or [L] - [M]. Fourth, oo is collinear with all elements of ~2 u ~3. 
CASE 1. point p; line M u {[M]} e L1. If p e fj,(M) then, by corollary 3.4, p lies on a line M 'E [M] and 
M ' u {[M]} is a line on p, sop is ccllinear with [M]. But asp e jj.(M), by definition, p ..L n M = 0 or M. 
Thus p is L-collinear to just [M] or to all of M u { [M]}. 
If pr£ t:.(M). then IP ..L n M I = l and p is not collinear with [M] sop is L-collinear with exactly one point 
of Mu {[M]} in this case. -
CASE 2. point p E P; line ([L] IL e L(rc)} e Lz. First assume p ..L n n = 0. Then, for all LE L(n:), we have 
p ..L n L = 0 sop e !J.(L), whence p is L-collinear with [L]. Similarly, if p ..L;;;;!tc, then p e !J.(L) for all 
L E L(rc) and the same conclusion holds. -
In the remaining case, p ..L n n is a line N. Then, by definition of ll(L), we have, for LE L(n:), that 
p E !J.(L) holds if and only if [L] == [N], sop is ~-collinear with exactly one point of the line. 
CASE 3. point p E P; line A = ( ( oo} u X) E L3. Here, by corollary 3.14, the sets t:.([L ]), [L] E X, partition 
P, hence p is ~-collinear with precisely one point of~-
CASE 4. point [N] E P 2: line Mu {[M]} E Li. Since the point and line are not incident, we have 
[N]:;t:[M]. - -
Assume [N] is not L-collinear with any point of M. Then Mn t:.(N)-;;: 0. If t:.(M) n t:.(N) = 0, then [M] 
and [N] are collinear by a line ofL3. So assume ll(M) n t:.(N) :;t: 0. We have now attained the hypotheses 
of lemma 3.16 and so [M] - [N] -1.e., they are ~z-collinear. So far, we have shown that 
If [N] is collinear with no point of M, it is collinear with [M] . (4.1) 
Next assume [N] is collinear with two points of M. Then IN' n fj.(M) 1;;:::2 for some N 'E [N], and so, as 
.d.(M) is a subspace (cf. lemma 3.15), N \;;;; L'i.(M) and so [N] - [M]. This means that 
If [N] is collinear with two points of M, it is collinear with all points of M u [M]. (4.2) 
It remains to consider the case where [N] is collinear with [M] and a point of M. Then M n !J.(N) :;t: 0. In 
particular t:.(M) n ll(N) :;t: 0 and so [N] - [M]. We now have the hypotheses of lemma 3.17 and so 
M \;;;; t:.(N). This shows 
If [N] is collinear with [M] and a point of M, then it is collinear with all points of M u ([M]} . (4.3) 
The assertions (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), put together, complete case 4. 
CASE 5. point [N] E P2; line A= ([L] IL E L(n:)} E Lz. If a line N' E [N] meets n: non-trivially then 
(N ') ..L n n is either a Tine R or ail of n:. In the former case N' \;;;; t:.(R) and [R] is the unique point [L] of A 
with N' \;;;; !J.(L). Therefore [N]-[R] and, for LE L(n:) with [L]:;:. [R ], neither [N]=[L] nor [N]-[L] holds 
(cf. lemma 3.17). Thus [N] is collinear with exactly one member of A, namely [R ]. In the latter case, 
N' {;;.; !J.(L) for all Le L(n:) and, by 3.15, [N] is collinear with all members of~-
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Thus we may assume no member of [N] meets n: non-trivially - i.e. n: n !i(N) = 0 . This means each point 
of n: is collinear with exactly one point of N' for each N 'E [N ]. There are thus only two situations which 
can arise 
(a) There exists a unique x o E N with xd- ~n: and x .l n n: = 0 for all x E N \ (x o}. 
(b) For each x EN, the intersection x .l n n = Mx is a line, and the lines Mx all belong to one parallel 
class ofn:. 
Consider first case (a). Here, the lines of Lon xo lying in the linear space (xo,n:) form a projective plane 
in Res(x o) and those meeting n: are the complement of a hyperplane of this projective plane. Since this hy-
perplane is a projective line of Res(xo) it means that there is an affine plane n:1 of (xo, n:) lying on xo and 
containing no line on xo meeting n: non-trivially. In particular, n:1 n n: = 0. Now for each line Linn:, the 
subspace (x o ,L) is a plane, and it carries a line L' on x o parallel to L. But L' is a line on x o in (x o ,n:) not 
meeting n: and so, from the construction of n:1 we see that L ' lies in n:1. Thus n1 is a plane with 
{ [L 1 IL 'E L(n)} = ~.so we may replace the plane 11: by n1 in our pr~f. But now we have the situation in 
which N meets n non-trivially which was covered at the beginning of this case, so we are done. 
Next we consider case (b). Clearly Mx EA for each x EN. If x,y EN, then y .l n Mx = Mx or 0. Thus, 
Ni;;;; ti(Mx). whence, by lemma 3.16, [N] -lMx]. Consequently, [N] isL-collinear with each [Mx]. 
Next assume [N]= [Lo] for some Lo inn. For any LE L(n), we have[L ]-[Lo]=[N], and so, by lemma 
3.18, we see that [N] - [L]. Thus [N] is collinear to all points of A. 
Therefore we may assume ti(N) n ti(L) ;,r: 0 for any LE L(n). Since, for LE L(rc) and x EN with 
[L] ;,t: [Mxl. we have N n ti(L) = 0 (as x .l n L = Mx n L is a point), it follows from lemma 3.16 that 
[N]-[L ]. Thus [N] is collinear with each member of~: This completes case 5. 
CASE 6. point [N]E Pz; line {oo} uXE L3. Assume [N]-[L] for some [L]EX. Then, for any [M]EX 
different from [L], we have [N] - [L]=[MJ, and so, by lemma 3.18 once again, [N]- [M]. Thus, as [M] 
was arbitrary in X \ { [L]), we see that [N] is L-collinear with all points on the line A. 
Otherwise, [N] + [l] for any [L] Ex, which means - as [N] t [l] for any [L] Ex by the hypothesis [N]eA 
- that [N] is !:-collinear only with oo on!'.!_. This finishes case 6. 
-
CASE 7. point oo; line M u {[M]} E !:1 · Then oo is adjacent only to [M] so the 'one or all' rule holds. 
CASE 8. point oo; line ( [L] I L E L(n)} E !:2. The point oo is collinear to all [L]. 
CAsE 9. point 00; line ( { oo} u X) E !:3. In this case oo is incident with the line, so there is nothing to prove. 
This establishes that (P,L) is a polar space. Nondegeneracy of (P,L) follows from the fact that, for each 
x E P, the space Res (.X) IS non-degenerate. Finally, (~o.!:o) is clearly a hyperplane of(~.!:). D 
5. Classification of hyperplanes 
According to the fundamental result of Tits & Veldkamp (cf. Trrs [7], Theorem 8.22), a polar space of 
rank ~ 3 whose planes are Desarguesian is isomorphic to the polar space associated with a nondegenerate 
polarity, the polar space associated with a nondegenerate pseudo-quadratic form or the Grassmannian 
whose points are the lines of a 3-dimensional projective space JP3 and whose lines are the pencils (X, n), 
where X is a projective point of the projective plane TC, consisting of all projective lines on X in TC. 
We shall deal with the latter case first. 
The Grassmannhm of lines in JP3 • Let JP3 denote the projective space of rank 3 over some (skew) field. 
Setting P for the set of lines of JP3 and L for the set of pencils (X,n), where X is a point of JP3 incident to 
the plane 1t of IP3, we obtain a polar space (P, L) of rank 3 if incidence of the line l E P with the pencil (X,n) is given by X E li;;;;n. 
5.1. Proposition. If Bis a hyperplane of (P, L), then either B = z .l for some l E P, or there is a symplectic 
polarity on IP3 (i.e., a polarity with the property that all points of JP3 are absolute) such that B coincides 
with its absolute lines. 
Proof. Suppose B contains a plane of (P, L). Then, up to duality, we may assume B contains all lines l E P 
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contained in a plane n of JP3. Take a point X of JP3 outside re, and consider the plane of (P, L) consisting of 
all lines of JP3 on X. There must be a line (X, n') e Lall of whose P-points belong to B. The plane n' meets 
n in a line, say l. Now any JP3 -line meeting l belongs to B. For, if m is such a line meeting l in Z, say, con-
sider the plane n'' on Z containing both X and m. Since the P-points n: '' n n: and n:'' n re:' both belong to 
B n (Z, re:''), the whole P-line (Z, n' '), whence m, belongs to B. Thus, B = l ..L. 
Next, suppose B has rank 2. Then, in each plane n of JP3, there is a unique point cr(n) of JP3 such that 
(cr(n),n) e L(B). Also, each point X of JP3, lies in a unique plane cr(X) of JP3 such that (X,cr(X)) E L(B). It 
is readily seen that cr defines a symplectic polarity, and that B = (l E P I cr(l) = l), where cr(l) is the line 
cr(X 1) n cr(X 2) whenever l = X 1 X 2 for X l • X 2 distinct points of IP3. 0 
The embedding of (P,L) in the Veldkamp space is a "synthetic version" of the well-lmown Pliicker 
embedding of the polar space (P,L) in the Klein ~adric, and is also valid if the division algebra is non-
commutative. In the finite case, over Fq. have (q +l)(q 2+q+l) points in P and q 2(q 3-l) hyperplanes 
corresponding to symplectic polarities, together accounting for the (q~l)/(q-1) points of the Veldkamp 
space. 
Projective embeddings. Now we suppose (P, L) has an embedding (W, n,<!>), that is, a thick projective 
space W with polarity n such that <1>: P-?W\W ..Ln is an injection mapping lines to lines of W n. the polar 
space of totally isotropic points and lines with respect ton, and such that W = [<!>P]. (Here _w~ adopt the ter-
minology and much of the notation of Tus [7], § 8.5.) We recall that a morphism µ: (W,n,<!>)-?(W, n,<!>) of 
embeddings of (P, L) is a morphism µ: W-?W of projective spaces such that n = µ*n and<!>= µij) (where 
µ * rc(x,y) = n(µx,µy) for x,y E W), and that an embedding (W, n,<!>) is called dominant if every morphism of 
embeddings to it is an isomorphism. 
By Trrs [7], § 8.6 and 8.7, the embeddable polar space (P, L) has a dominant embedding (W,n,<j>), 
and (P, L) = W n or W K• where K is a projective pseudo-quadratic form in W with associated polarity n. In 
particular, up to polar space isomorphism, we may assume (P, L) = W n or W K• and <I>= idp. 
5.2. Proposition. Let (P, L) be a nondegenerate polar space of finite rank :=:: 3 of the form W n: or W K. 
where W is a projective space and re is a polarity of Wand K is a projective pseudo-quadratic form with as-
sociated polarity n. Suppose that (W, rc,idp) is a dominant embedding. If His a hyperplane of (P, L), then 
[H], the projective subspace ofW spanned by H, is a hyperplane ofW, and H =[H] n P. 
Proof. If [H] ;t. W, then, for x E P\JI, by lemma 2.1, (H,x) = P, so [H,x] = [P]=W, showing that [H] is a 
hyperplane. Furthermore, [H] n P is proper subspace of P containing H, and so, by the same lemma, 
H =[H] n P, as required. 
Therefore, assume [H]=W. Then (W, n:,idH) is an embedding of H. By Trrs [7], § 8.6 (and the obse~aEC!_n 
rkH:?: rkP - 1:?: 2), there exists a morphism µof embeddings of H from a dominant embedding (W,n,<j>) 
to W, n,idH ). (Thus µij) = icig and_µ* re= rt). ~ince, by assumption H ;t. P, theorem 8.6 and corollary 8.7 of 
[7] show that P = W K• and <l>H = Wi(, where K is a projective pseudo-quadratic form with associated polar-
ity re. Now µ * K (cf.[7], 8.4.1) and K are both projecrive pseudo-quadratic forms with associated polarity 
n = µ * 1t, and if x E w satisfies K{X) = 0 (in the obvious interpretation that q(X) = 0 for any pseudo-
quadratic form q representing K), then x E ~H. so µ(X) E H r;;}', whence µ * K(X) = K(µ(X)) = 0. Thus, as 
- - - * -[H] = W, (by [7] , 8.2.5), we have K = µ K. If x E P, taking x E W with x =µ(X), we get 
K(X) = µ* K(X) = K(x)=O, and so x = µ(X) E µ(<j>H) =H, showing P = H, a contradiction. Hence the proposi-
tion. 0 
Non-embeddable polar spaces. The classification of polar spaces possessing planes non-Desarguesian 
planes has also been completed by Tus [7], see § 9.1. In this case, the planes are defined over a division 
Cayley algebra C. Conversely, for each division Cayley algebra C there is a unique nondegenerate polar 
space of rank at least 3 whose planes are defined over C. It has rank 3 and is not embeddable in a projec-
tive space. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we let (P, L) be a nondegenerate polar space of finite rank 3 
whose planes are defined over a division Cayley algebra C. Denote by n the norm map from C to k, the 
center of C. Then by [loc. cit.], (P, L) has rank 3, is uniquely determined up to isomorphism, and for any 
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two noncollinear x,y E P the subspace (x,y} J_ is isomorphic to the dual Q * of the generalized quadrangle 
Q associated with the quadratic fonn C $ k4 ~k defined by 
(xo; x1,x2,x3,x4) H n(xo)-x1x3+x2x4 
wherexo EC andx1,x2,x3,x4 Ek. 
Let E be the algebraic k-group of linear transfonnations of C $ k 4 that is the direct product of the anisotro-
pic orthogonal group (type D 4) over k on C (acting trivially on the direct summand k4) and the group 
GL (2,k) (an algebraic k-group of type A 1T1. where T 1 indicates a I-dimensional torus) acting trivially on 
Candon k 4 via 
[: ~ (x J.X2.X3 ,x4) = (ax 1 + bx,.cx 1 + dx2,(dx3 + cx4)/(ad - be ),(bx3 +ax4)l(ad- be)) 
Then E induces a group of automorphisms of Q, whence of Q * y of type D 4A 1T1. fixing the lines 
(0;*, *,0,0) := {(O;x 1.x2,0,0) Ix 1.x2 Ek} and (0;0,0, *,*)of Q. 
* The following result, derived by study of Q, establishes nonexistence of certain kinds of hyperplane of Q . 
* 5.3. Lemma. Let Q be as above. 
(i) Each hyperplane of Q * of rank 2 is of the form p J_ for some point p of Q *. 
(ii) There is no £-invariant ovoid on Q * containing (x,y} J_, where x = (0;*,*,0,0) and y = (0;0,0,*,*). 
Proof. Let H * be a hyperplane Q *. Then its dual H is a set of points and lines of Q with the following 
properties. 
(a) If l, m are lines of H meeting in a point p E Q, then p belongs to H. 
(b) If p is a point of H, then any line of Q on p belongs to H. 
(c) Every point of Q belongs to at least one line of H. 
As a direct consequence of (a) and (b), we obtain: 
(d) If p, q are noncollinear points of H, then p J_ n q J_ is entirely contained in H. 
(i). Now suppose H * has rank 2. Then it contains a line, and so H contains a point. Assume that H * con-
tains no deep point. Then, for each line l of H, there ism E H with l nm= 0. We claim that H contains a 
quadrangle. For take a point p 1 of Hand a line l 1 containing p 1 · Then, by (b), l 1 belongs to H. As we 
have just seen, there is a line l 3 in B with l 1 n l 3 = 0. By the •one 'Or all' axiom, there is a line 12 on p 1 
with l 2 n l 3 = (p 2} for some point p 2. Then l 2 and p 2 belong to B in view of (b) and (a). Again by the 
above, there is a line l4 in B disjoint from l2. Now, letting p3, p4 be the unique points of pf n !4, 
pf- n /4, respectively, we obtain the quadrangle with points p1, p2, p3, p4 fully contained in H, as 
claimed. Since the automorphism group of Q is (Moufang and hence) transitive on the set of quadrangles in 
Q, there is no loss in assuming that p l = (0; i,0,0,0)k, p 2 = (0; 0, 1,0,0)k, p3 = (0; 0,0, 1,0)k, and 
p4 == (O; 0,0,0,l)k belong to H. Take a,b EC with a t=b and n(a) = n(b)=l. (This choice is possible.) 
Then pa= (a;0,-1,0,l)k andpb = (b;0,-1,0,l)k are distinct points of Q contained inpf- ripf and so, by 
(d), belong to H. Moreover, they are noncollinear, so for each AE k, the point q/.,, = (O; 1,1.,t.2,t.)k, being 
contained in pf ri pf, also belongs to H. Finally, p3 and qA, are non collinear, so (O; 0,0,l.,l)k being in 
p.:f· n qf, belongs to H for each AE k. We conclude that all the points of the line 
p 3p 4 = ( (O; 0,0,i\.,µ)k JA., µ E k) of Q are in H, so that p 3p 4 is a deep point of H *. This contradicts the 
assumption, and so ends the proof of (i). 
(ii). Now suppose H * is an ovoid containing {x,y} J_. Then His a spread of Q. Notice that the part of the 
spread corresponding to the subset {x,y} l. of H * covers all points (xo;x i.x2,x3,x4) of Q having xo == 0. 
Suppose z were the line of H on the point p := (l;l,O, 1,0) of Q. Then z contains a point 
q==(qo;q i .q2,q3,q 4) of Q with p ..Lq. Now PO and qo are linearly independent over k (for otherwise, z 
would contain a Q-point of (0;*,*,*,*), and so meet a member of (x,y} J_J_). Replacing q by a q+'Ap for a 
suitable AE k, we may assume, (qo J 1) = 0. The stabilizer Ep of pin E contains the orthogonal group of 
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* type B3, so there is an Ep-conjugate q'=(q'o;q1.n.q3,q4) of q with q'o :t::qo. Thus, if H is E-
invariant, the line on p and q' also belongs to the spread H, contains p and is distinct from z. This is ab-
surd. Hence the lemma. 0 
It is immediate from part (i) of the above lemma that if H is a hyperplane of (P, L) of rank 3, then 
H = x ..L for some x e P. Thus, it remains to classify nondegenerate hyperplanes of rank 2. 
5.4. Lemma. Let H be a nondegenerate hyperplane of rank 2. For each a e H, the residue Ha of Hat a is 
an ovoid in the generalized quadrangle Pa with the property that, if :xa and ya are noncollinear points of 
Pa (where x, ye a 1-\{a}) with I {xa, ya} .L n Ha I > 1, then {:xa, ya} .L!:Ea. Moreover, either 
{x,y} 1- ~Hor {x,y} 1- n H = (x,y,a} 1-. 
Proof. For x,y,a as indicated, take u, v to be points of H n a .L\ {a} such that ua, va are distinct points of 
{.xa, ya] .L n Ha· Since H has rank 2, Ha contains no lines. In particular, the points u, v are noncollinear. 
The subspace {x,y} 1- n H is a hyperplane of the generalized quadran~e {x,y) .L (it is of rank 2 as it con-
tains the line ua) and, by the previous lemma, either has shape {x,y,b} 1- for some b E {x,y) .Lor coincides 
with {x,y} .L. In the latter case, we have {x,y} 1- ~ H and we are done, so assume the former. Then 
b E (x,y,u,a, v} .L == {a}, so {x,y) .L n H == (x,y,a) .L, as required. 0 
The following lemma states that every point of the Veldkamp space lies on a secant, that is a line 
with at least two points of the form x 1- for some x E P. 
5.5. Lemma. Let H be a nondegenerate hyperplane of (P,L) of rank 2. For each quadrangle V cH, and 
any two x,y e V .L\H, we have (x,y) .L = x 1- n H = y 1- n H. 
Proof. Clearly, x and y are noncollinear. Let a J.u J.b J.v J.a be the circuit in V. The points xa,ya of Pa are 
noncollinear and satisfy {:xa,ya} .l n Ha :2 (ua,va}. By the previous lemma, {x,y} 1-if;;,H implies 
{x,y} 1- n H == {x,y,a} 1-. But then, likewise we have {x,y} 1- n H = (x,y,b} .L, contradicting 
a e (x,y,a} .L \ b ..L. Hence (x,y} .L ~H. 
Suppose h Ex .l n H. If z e y .l n hx\ {h}, then z e (x,y} .l ~Hand he H, so x E hz ~H. contradicting 
xe H (for x e H would imply rkH = 3). Hence he {x,y} .L, proving {x,y} .l = x .l n H. The remainder 
follows by symmetry in x and y. 0 
5.6. Lemma. Let H be a nondegenerate hyperplane of (P, L) of rank 2. If a,b e H are distinct, then 
{a,b} .l.l ~H. 
Proof. If a J.b, then {a,b) .l..L is the line on a and b, and so belongs to,H by the definition of subspace. 
Otherwise, let c e (a,b} .l.L and take distinct u, v e {a,b) .L n H. There are x,y E {a,b,u, v} .l \H. By the 
above lemma, {x,y} .L k H. Thus, c e { a,b} .l .l ~ {x,y} 1- ~ H, as required. 0 
We shall exploit the following description of (P,L). Recall that k is the center of the Cayley division alge-
bra C and that n:C~k is the norm map. By proposition 7 of Trrs [8], there is an algebraic group G of ad-
joint type E7 over k whose anisotropic kernel is isogenous to SO (C,n)' (the commutator subgroup of the 
group of all linear transformations the 8-dimensional k-vector space C that leave invariant the norm n). 
Adopting the labeling of BoURBAKI [1] for the nodes of the Dynkin diagram of type E 7, the only maximal 
parabolic subgroups of G containing a fixed Borel subgroup are P 1. P 6, and P 7, the indices indicating the 
nodes of the diagram to which they correspond. According to Trrs [7] the building whose polar space is 
(P,L) can be viewed as the rank 3 geometry whose points, lines, and planes are the cosets of respectively 
P 1. P 6, and P 7 in G, and in which two elements are incident if and only if they intersect (nonemptily). 
A root group of G is a subgroup G-conjugate to the center of the unipotent radical of P l · It is isomorphic 
to k +. (The full uni potent radical R is uni potent of dimension 33 over k; its commutator subgroup coin-
cides with the root group.) Denote by P 0 the G-class of all root groups. For any two x,y e P 0 , we have ei-
ther [x,y] = l or (x,y) =SL (2,k). We shall write x .ly, and say x and y are collinear if [x,y] = l. This de-
finition is justified by the choice of lines in the following lemma. 
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5.7. Lemma. The polar space (P,L) of rank 3 defined over C is isomorphic to the space (P0 ,L0 ) whose 
lines are the sets {x,y) . .L.l for any two distinct x,y e P 0 with [x,y] = 1. 
Proof. By what has been said above, P can be viewed as {Pig lg e G).and Las the collection of all 
(P 1g 1,P 1g2} ..L..L for gi e G (i = 1,2;P 1g 1~P1g2), where P 1g 1 j_p ig2 if and only if there is he G 
with P1g1 nP6h ~ 0 and P ig2 nP6h ~ 0. Now if xe P0 , then Nc(x) ;;;;iP1 for some g e G (and 
hence coincides with it); setting f (x) = P 1g, we obtain a well-defined bijection f:P 0 -7P. Moreover, 
x,y e P 0 commute if and only if they are both in a conjugate of P 6· Hence the collinearity graphs of 
(P 0 ,L0 ) and (P,L) are isomorphic. Since (P 0 ,L0 ) is built from its collinearity graph in the same way that 
(P,L) can be obtained from its collinearity graph, the lemma follows. D 
We shall now identify (P,L) and (P 0 ,L0 ). This enables us to consider Pas a collection of (root) subgroups 
of G, and to consider Gas a group of automorphisms of (P, L). 
Some more notation: for S k; G and X k; P, we write S n X := {x e X Ix k; S) and G (X) for the group gen-
erated by all x e X. 
/ 
5.8. Lemma. Let X be a subspace of (P,L). Then 
(i) G (X) n Pisa union of G (X)-orbits; any two points from different orbits commute. 
(ii) Suppose (u, v) ..L..L k;X for any two non-collinear u, v e X. Then ye X implies that the full G (X)-
orbit y G (X) of y belongs to X. 
Proof. (i). If, for x,y e G (X) n P, we have [x,y] ~ 1, then, as the subgroup of G generated by x and y is 
isomorphic to SL(2,k), we have xeyG({x,y}). In particular, xeyG(X). Thus, any two elements of 
G (X) n P either commute or are G (X)-conjugate, whence (i). 
(ii). Suppose ye X. By induction on the length of an element of G (X) expressed as a product of elements 
from root groups, it suffices for the proof of the last statement of the lemma to show that y 1; e X for any 
~ e x e X. If [~,y] = 1, this is trivial, so suppose the contrary. Then {x,y) ..L ..L k; X by the assumption on X. 
On the other hand, G ( {x,y)) stabilizes this subspace (for, it stabilizes ((x,y) n P) ..L which, by lemma 5. 7, 
coincides with (x,y} ..L), so yl; e (x,y) ..L..L, whence yl; e X. D 
5.9. Proposition. Let H be a hyperplane of (P,L). Then H =x ..L for some x e P. 
Proof. Suppose H is a nondegenerate hyperplane of P of rank 2. By lemma 5.5 there are non-collinear 
x,y e P with {x,y} ..L k; H. Take u e (x,y} ..L and consider 0 = (H n u ..L) I u of u ..LI u. The latter space is 
isomorphic to Q * and its subspace 0 must be a hyperplane of rank 1, so is an ovoid, and contains 
(xu,yu}..L. By lemmas 5.6 and 5.8(ii) His G(H)-invariant, so 0 is CG(H)(u)-invariant In particular, 
Cc((x,y })(u) induces an algebraic k-group of automorphisms of u J../u of type D 4A 1T1 fixing the points 
xu and yu, and stabilizing 0. But then lemma 5.3(ii) asserts that no such 0 exists, a contradiction. Hence 
the proposition. D 
5.10. Remark. Part of the difficulties in establishing the above result arise from ignorance: we do not 
know whether, apart from the obvious algebraic subgroups, there are other overgroups in G of the algebraic 
subgroup G ( {x,y} ..L) of type D 6. (Here x and y are as in the above proposition.) If the classification of all 
Moufang generalized quadrangles were available, another way to circumvent this problem would be to use 
that then the overgroup G (H) of the hypothetical nondegenerate hyperplane H of (P, L) containing 
{x,y) ..L..L is known: 
Lemma. Any nondegenerate hyperplane H of rank 2 is a Moufang generalized quadrangle ( cf p. 274 of 
Trrs [7]) and the group of all root automorphisms U a (a. a root of H; notation of floe. cit.]) belongs to 
G(H). 
Proof. Suppose a 1-u 1-b 1-v l.a are the points of a quadrangle in H. Then the points and lines of this qua-
drangle form an apartment of H. To verify that H is Moufang, we shall consider the representatives 
1t = {u,ua,a,av, v} and A.== (ub,u,ua,a,av} of the two kinds of roots, and verify that G( (a,u, v} u ua) con-
tains the subgroup U a for both a.= n,A.. 
Assume a. = n. Then, by definition, U a is the kernel of the action of the pointwise stabilizer in Aut (H) of 
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{ u,a, v} u ua u va on the set of all lines through a J.. Assume b 'E { u, v} J. 11 H. It suffices to find an 
element in U a 11 G (ua) moving b to b '. The subgroup Cc(u,v) of G centralizing u and v contains the 
orthogonal group D of type D 6 over k of Witt index 2; the root groups a,b, and b' belong to it and are 
'classical root groups' of the classical group D (centers of the unipotent radical of the stabilizer of a line in 
the classical embeddable generalized quadrangle Q associated with D). In particular, there is A Ea ED, 
fixing (a} J. pointwise, such that bA = b '.But thenA Ea c;;;;;, U a 11 G(a), as required. 
a.= 'A. Then U a is the kernel of the action of the pointwise stabilizer of ua on the set of all lines passing 
through u or a. Assume b 'E ub \ {u} and v 'E av \(a} are collinear. We need to find BE U a moving bv 
to b 'v '. By taking x,y E {a,b,u, v} J., and considering Cc(x,y) (again an algebraic k-group of type D 6 
corresponding to the 12-dimensional orthogonal group over k of Witt index 2), an element 
B E G ( ua) = (k +) 10 can be found that fixes every line on a and on u lying in { x,y } J., and satisfies b B = b ' 
and vB = v '.As ua c;;;;;, H andB also fixesx andy, we haveB EU a 11 G(ua). Hence the lemma. D 
We end the remark by indicating how we could use the above le~ma to prove that every hyperplane 
of (P, L) is of the form x J. if the classification of Moufang generalized quadrangles were available: Sup-
pose H is a hyperplane wothout a deep point. Then, as in the proof of proposition 5.9 we can show that H 
is a non-degenerate generalized quadrangle and that there exist non-collinear x,y E P \ H with {x,y} J. c;;;;;, H. 
Now, D := G ((x,y} J.) is an algebraic k-group of type D 6 (Witt index 2) contained in H. But then, by the 
(assumed) classification of Moufang generalized quadrangles, G (H) is an algebraic k-group which is an 
overgroup in G. The only maximal proper algebraic k-groups which are overgroups of Dare parabolics of 
type D 6 and DCc (D) = D .SL (2,k ). If G (H) is a parabolic R of type D 6, we get H c;;;;;, R 11 P = z J. for 
some root z in the center of the unipotent radical of R, and if G (H) c;;;;;, DCc(D), then H c;;;;;, G (H) 11 P c;;;;;, 
(DCc(D)) 11 P = {x,y) J. u {x,y) J.J.. In both cases, according to lemma 5.8, the rank of H must be 3, a 
contradiction. Since also G (H) = G leads to the contradiction H = P, this again establishes the nonex-
istence of rank 2 hyperlpanes in (P, L). 
Summarizing the three propositions in this section, we get 
5.11. Theorem. Every hyperplane of a polar space of rank at least 3 that is not of the form x J. for some 
point x, arises from a suitable embedding of the polar space in a projective space by intersecting it with a 
hyperplane of that projective space. 
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